VL30 Premium Profile
YewdaleDefiant® Vertical Blinds

Vertical Blind Specification Guide
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VL30 Premium proﬁle

300

4550

4550

20.7

VL31 Premium proﬁle

300

4550

4550

20.7

Model

Based on fabric weight of 220g/m2, e.g. Thames. Use of heavier fabrics may require
appropriate reductions.

VL30 Premium Profile
Features:
The YewdaleDeﬁant® VL30 premium proﬁle
vertical blind has a 40 x 25mm premium white
aluminium head-rail with top-ﬁx brackets and
wheeled carrier trucks. The constant transport
of the louvres is guaranteed by the precision
made aluminium spindle shaft. Metal control
chain operation with built in slip clutch for
louvre tilt. Louvres are supplied in 127mm,
89mm, and 63mm widths with weights and
white stabilising chain.

Beneﬁts:
Robust and with a high quality level of
performance, including smooth and quiet
operation, the VL30 remains still visually
pleasing to the eye. The comprehensive truck
options satisfy the most demanding of
environments whether it be residential or
commercial. This system has been designed to
offer a trouble-free solution throughout its
lifetime.
Approved to work with the YewdaleKestrel®
Anti-Ligature system.

Options:
VL31 wand control; Spring metal trucks;
Enclosed weights; VL30S sloping; Face ﬁx
brackets.

Speciﬁcation:

927000W
Aluminium headrail

927006
Aluminium
control rod
927010
Stop ring with
slotted screw

926325W
Top ﬁx brackets white

BIM model
available

926310
Shallow frame
face ﬁx brackets

927004W
Shaft support
with magnet
927017W
Cord drive
runner white
927002
127mm linked wheeled trucks
927003
89mm linked wheeled trucks
927014
63mm linked wheeled trucks
927011
Louvre hanger 127mm
927012
Louvre hanger 89mm

928750W
127mm louvre weights
928754W
89mm louvre weights

928850W
127mm louvre chain
928854W
89mm louvre chain

927007
Distance tube 20mm white
927013
Metal rod pin
927001
Hand control set

7250W
Nylon 2mm cord

927018S
Metal chain

929270W
Cord weight

The YewdaleDeﬁant® VL30 premium proﬁle
vertical blind with chain control as
manufactured by Yewdale, +44 (0)1268
570900. 40 x 25mm white powder-coated
aluminium head-rail with tilt control by metal
control chain and cord draw operation.
Replaceable truck hooks, or spring metal truck
hooks, with 127/ 89/ 63mm louvres in ﬂame
retardant fabric from the YewdaleDeﬁant®
range, complete with louvre weights and
white stabilising chain.
Please refer to NBS Plus N10 240.
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